To produce a word, the intended word must be selected from a competing set of other words. In other domains where competition affects the selection process, the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG) responds to competition among incompatible representations. The aim of this study was to test whether the LIFG is necessary for resolution of competition in word production. Using a methodological approach applying the same rigorous analytic methods to neuropsychological data as is done with neuroimaging data, we compared brain activation patterns in normal speakers (using fMRI) with the results of lesion-deficit correlations in aphasic speakers who performed the same word production task designed to elicit competition during lexical selection. The degree of activation of the LIFG in normal speakers and damage to the LIFG in aphasic speakers was associated with performance on the production task. These convergent findings provide strong support for the hypothesis that the region of cortex commonly known as Broca's area (i.e., the posterior LIFG) serves to bias competitive interactions during language production. aphasia ͉ language production ͉ left inferior frontal gyrus ͉ lexical competition
I n 1861, Paul Broca wrote ''somewhere in these [frontal] lobes, one or several convolutions holds under their dependence one of the elements essential to the complex phenomenon of speech.'' In the ensuing century and a half, investigations of the psychological and neural characterization of the ''phenomenon of speech'' have flourished. Here, we unite the principal method of Broca's day, the assessment of the relation between lesion location and cognitive impairments, with the primary human neuroscientific tool of the modern era, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), in a rigorous evaluation of one putative element of speech: conflict resolution.
The need to resolve conflict during speech production is not self-evident; producing speech can feel spontaneous and easy. However, every word produced is susceptible to error. The analysis of speech errors, both the relatively infrequent ones that are made by normal speakers and those that occur with much greater frequency in patients with acquired language disorders, has been a rich source of information about the speech production process. Such analyses have revealed that word selection during production is a naturally competitive process, determined by the relative degree of support for (i.e., activation of) a set of candidate words (1) (2) (3) . The question addressed in this article is whether a region of the frontal lobes commonly referred to as Broca's area [i.e., the posterior portion of the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG)], an area implicated in controlled memory retrieval (4), multiple aspects of language processing (5) (6) (7) (8) , and competition among linguistic and nonlinguistic representations (9, 10) , is necessary for the resolution of conflict among competing lexical representations during word production. We posed this question of both normal and impaired speakers, using a word production task that isolates competition during lexical selection. In Exp. 1, we measured normal speakers' brain activations by using fMRI. In Exp. 2, we mapped performance deficits to lesion locations in participants with aphasia.
Our approach has 3 major methodological strengths. First, we used a well-studied speech production paradigm known to create competition during word selection (described in more detail below). Second, we explored both directions of the mapping between brain and behavior, namely, the effects of competitive speech production on the LIFG (with fMRI) and the effects of the LIFG on competitive speech production (with lesion-deficit analyses). Both ''directions'' of inference are necessary to understand a system with a many-to-many mapping of structure and function (cf. ref. 11). Lastly, our lesion-deficit analysis combined a region-based approach with a statistical innovation in voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping (12) to search for relations with adequate specificity (low type I error) and sensitivity (low type II error). across participants, and it is well studied in both unimpaired and aphasic populations (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) .
Sixteen healthy volunteers named the pictures aloud in this blocked naming paradigm while undergoing blood-oxygen-leveldependent (BOLD) imaging. As a control for effects of semantic blocking beyond increased competition (e.g., phonological and/or articulatory processes), we compared semantic blocked naming to a closely-matched naming task, phonological-blocked naming (naming pictures that sound the same vs. those mixed between phonological categories; cf. refs. 14 and 22) . Blocking in each paradigm induces opposing behavioral effects (semantic interference, phonological facilitation; see Fig. 1 A and B) .
We examined activity in both the LIFG and a left temporal region (consisting of the left superior and middle temporal gyri), the latter region's involvement suggested by magnetoencephalography evidence in blocked naming (cf. ref. 17) . The LIFG was significantly more active during semantically blocked compared with mixed naming [t(1,15) ϭ 2.37, P ϭ 0.03], but was unaffected by phonological blocking (t Ͻ 1); see Fig. 1C . A direct comparison of blocking effect sizes for semantic and phonological experiments in the LIFG shows a significant greater involvement of LIFG in semantic blocked naming [t (1,15) ϭ 2.21, P ϭ 0.04]. The left temporal cortex was also significantly more active during semantically blocked compared with mixed naming [t(1,15) ϭ 2.14, P ϭ 0.04], an effect that did not obtain for phonologicallyblocked compared with mixed naming [t(1,15) ϭ 1.17, P Ͼ 0.20]. However, a direct comparison between blocking effect size in the left temporal cortex for semantic and phonological experiments showed no difference in activation between experiments [t(1,15) ϭ 1.08, P ϭ 0.29].
We also examined the right inferior frontal gyrus as an analogous region of interest (ROI) to the LIFG, and the anterior cingulate cortex because of its role in conflict monitoring in other tasks (24) . Neither the anterior cingulate cortex nor the right inferior frontal gyrus was significantly more active in blocked compared with mixed naming in either the semantic or phonological paradigms.
To examine the specificity of the finding from the ROI analyses, we conducted a whole-brain group analysis to see activation across the whole brain. The whole-brain analysis supports the ROI analysis: the LIFG, specifically the pars triangularis in the posterior portion of the LIFG, and the left middle temporal gyrus were significantly more active in semantic blocked naming compared with phonological blocked naming. The whole-brain analysis also revealed that the frontal involvement extended to the left middle frontal gyrus, and additional loci included the right superior temporal gyrus, the insula, and lateral globus pallidus (see SI Text and Table S1 ).
Error rates across all conditions were low (semantically blocked: 1.2%; semantically mixed: 1.3%; phonologically blocked: 1.1%; phonologically mixed: 1.4%) but sufficiently variable to permit a correlational analysis of individual differences in psychological and neural blocking effects. Errors in semantic blocked naming are attributed to the misselection and production of semantically related competitors (18, 25) . Thus, we assumed that a participant's error rate is an index of increased competition during naming. We correlated the number of errors in the semantic blocked condition with the activity in the LIFG, left temporal, right inferior frontal gyrus, and anterior cingulate ROIs. As depicted in Fig. 1D , individuals with a large LIFG response to semantic blocking tended to make more naming errors in the blocked condition (r ϭ 0.76, P Ͻ 0.0001); this correlation was not found in the left temporal cortex (r ϭ 0.20, P ϭ 0.46) ( Fig. 1E ) or the other regions (r Ͻ 0.30, P Ͼ 0.30). Further, the LIFG correlation was significantly different from the correlations in the other ROIs (Steigler's Z Ͼ 2.8, P Ͻ 0.01). To rule out the possibility that the LIFG responds as an ''error detector,'' we also correlated activity in the LIFG with the number of errors produced during the other 3 naming conditions (phonological blocked, semantic, and phonological mixed). We found no significant correlations (r Ͻ 0.15, P Ͼ 0.70). These analyses suggest that the LIFG responds to competition as measured by selection difficulty (e.g., erroneous naming) during blocked naming.
In summary, both the LIFG and left temporal cortex responded to the semantic blocking manipulation during speech production. This pattern was specific to semantic blocking (i.e., dissociated from phonological blocking) only in the LIFG. Additionally, the magnitude of the semantic blocking effect in the LIFG (but not left temporal cortex) correlated with the number of errors produced. We interpret these neural blocking effects as the result of increased demands to resolve conflict . Anatomical regions were defined in each subject by sulcal boundaries. Within each of these anatomical regions, the ROI was further constrained to include only those voxels that were more activated during the first cycle (repetition) of both semantic/phonological and mixed blocks compared with baseline. We used the first cycle to create the functional picture naming ROIs because repetition has been shown to decrease activations in the LIFG and temporal cortex (23) . Within each functional-anatomical ROI, we compared activation (indexed by ␤ values) associated with the two naming conditions. (D) The relationship between the numbers of errors produced in semantic blocked naming (x axis) and the difference in signal between semantically blocked naming and the baseline task as indexed by ␤ values (y axis). This relationship was significant in the LIFG ROI (y axis; r ϭ 0.76, P Ͻ 0.0001), but not in the left temporal ROI (r ϭ 0.20, P ϭ 0.46).
among competing lexical items made active by the blocking manipulation.
Exp. 2: Lesion Analysis of Interference Effects on Impaired Word Production
To assess whether the LIFG is not only involved but also necessary to resolve competition during word production, we mapped lesions in a subset of patients reported in Schnur ' s findings, we predicted that damage to the LIFG would be associated with an increase in interference at later naming cycles (i.e., as competition among names increases but the capability to resolve the competition is impaired), whereas those with lesions outside the LIFG might show an overall interference effect, but one that did not increase at later cycles (i.e., competition among names increases but is resolved by an intact LIFG). Because these deficit analyses do not suffer from the temporal limitations of BOLD data, in this experiment we could specifically test the association between LIFG and the growth of interference over temporal repetitions. We performed a ROI analysis in which we assessed whether the percentage damage in either the LIFG or the left temporal cortex predicted performance during naming in the blocked naming task (specifically, blocking growth, the increase in the blocking effect across naming cycles). As the relation between degree of damage and behavior is not particularly well characterized by a linear function, we computed linear contrasts of the condition by cycle effect, to classify each patient as having either a large growth effect (i.e., only positive increases in blocking interference across cycles, f Ͼ 1; mean ϭ 2.61, n ϭ 7) or a small growth effect (e.g., no increase in blocking interference across cycles, f Ͻ 1; mean ϭ 0.27, n ϭ 5). Patients showed a range in behavioral performance (F values 0-3.95, see Table S2 ). Individuals with a large growth effect had a greater extent of damage in the LIFG than did those with a small growth effect [t(10) ϭ 3.59; P Ͻ 0.01] (see Fig. 2A ). There was no difference between these 2 groups in the extent of damage in the left temporal ROI [t(10) ϭ 1.44; P Ͼ 0.15]. These results support our hypothesis that the LIFG plays a specific role in the regulation of competition that emerges in the semantic blocking paradigm.
Correlational analyses support this conclusion. There was no correlation between the magnitude of a patient's growth effect ( f value) and that individual's age, months poststroke, overall lesion size, or percentage damage to left temporal cortex (all P Ͼ 0.25). In contrast, the correlation between percentage damage to LIFG and the growth effect was marginally significant (r ϭ 0.56, P Ͻ 0.06) (see Fig. 2B ).
To confirm results from the ROI analysis and assess whether other (nonpredicted) anatomical areas contributed to the behavioral deficit, we performed 2 whole-brain analyses. Using the 2 patient groups described above (high and low growth effects), we compared the lesion distribution between these groups by creating a lesion subtraction map (see Fig. 2C ). The results show that the most common area of lesion overlap for the group of patients with a large growth effect is centered in the LIFG. This result was confirmed by the statistical comparison of the behavioral growth effect (again, the f value) at every voxel as a function of that voxel's status (i.e., damaged versus not damaged) in a given individual. We used permutation testing, a nonparametric approach to significance testing that has been applied to solve the multiple comparison problem in functional imaging (statistical comparisons made at every voxel number Ͼ60,000) (26) . The advantages of permutation testing are multifold, especially in the case of voxel-based statistical mapping (12) . The only voxels that were reliably related to the growth effect (at a permutaton-derived threshold of P Ͻ 0.05) were located in the dorsal portion of the LIFG (see Fig. 2D ).
In summary, 3 different lesion-deficit analysis strategies converged on the result that damage in the LIFG is associated with growth of interference over cycles of semantically blocked naming. That is, although all aphasic speakers will tend to have difficulty with word production, by definition, their ability to resolve competition that arises in the course of language processing appears to depend on the integrity of the LIFG.
Discussion
We opened with a quotation from Paul Broca, in which he proposes a relation between some part of the left frontal cortex and some aspect of speech production. The 2 experiments presented here provide a detailed specification of both aspects of this putative relation. Our findings indicate that although both the LIFG and the left temporal cortex respond to a manipulation that increases conflict among lexical representations competing for selection during word production, only the LIFG is necessary for resolution of heightened competition during blocked naming. These results provide an interpretation of speech errors in some aphasic patients (i.e., those who have damage to the LIFG) and add to the evidence that the prefrontal cortex functions more generally to regulate cognitive processing by biasing competitive interactions among incompatible representations (27) .
We are preceded in our attempt to use the semantic blocking paradigm to understand the role of frontal cortex in speech production by 2 case studies. Patient FAS, whose language testing and single-photon emission computed tomography studies were consistent with dysfunction of left frontal regions, made more errors in semantic blocked compared with mixed naming (20) . The effects occurred only on the output side (i.e., in naming, but not a comprehension version of the task) and only when naming required lexical selection from semantics (e.g., picture naming, not reading), suggesting the impairment occurred during production at a lexical level. Another patient, BM, also made more errors naming pictures when blocked by semantic category than when pictures were mixed between categories (21) . Although lesion localization information was not available, BM presented with right hemiparesis and her language profile was consistent with transcortical motor aphasia, a left anterior aphasia presentation. Their resulting interpretation, that speakers with aphasia consistent with anterior damage have increased difficulty in producing words in situations of high competition, receives rigorous support from our analyses of a larger group of aphasic speakers in the present study. In so doing, we have also illustrated the great potential of voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping, and, unlike previous applications of these methods, we have done so in a modestly-sized group of patients and with a procedure that provides adequate statistical sensitivity and specificity.
The ability to subject neuropsychological data to the same rigorous analytic methods as is done with neuroimaging data, and then to examine direct parallels between the two, stands to substantially increase our potential for understanding the complex mappings of psychological functions onto neural structures. As demonstrated here, this approach successfully localized the mechanism that resolves heightened competition during word production to the neuroanatomical substrate known as Broca's area. Damage to this mechanism may explain the hesitant multiword speech evinced by those described as Broca's aphasics. Thus, this finding opens an exciting line of research into how multiword speech is produced seemingly effortlessly and why it can be so difficult for those with damage to the prefrontal cortex.
Methods
Exp. 1. Subjects. We collected fMRI data from 16 volunteers (5 males, 11 females; ages 18 -33) . All were right-handed and native English speakers, and none reported neurological or neuropsychological illnesses or were on medication. Participants gave informed consent in accordance with policies of the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the University of Pennsylvania and were paid for their participation. Materials. Each of the 12 semantically-blocked sets comprised 6 achromatic line drawings (e.g., coat, dress, glove, hat, skirt, and sock) from the same semantic category (e.g., clothing; other categories were animals, appliances, body parts, food, furniture, nature, plants, roles, shapes, toys, utensils). The same pictures composed 12 semantically-mixed sets of 6 pictures from different categories; for details see ref. 18 . For the phonological blocking control, 72 pictures were grouped into 12 phonologically-blocked sets of 6 items that shared the same initial phoneme (e.g., bear, belt, bird, boat, bone, and boot) and phonologically-mixed sets of items with different onsets (phonological and semantic stimuli shared 16 pictures). We refer to a set of 6 semantic, phonological, or mixed experimental pictures named 4 times as a block. Scrambled versions of every picture were created for a baseline task (detection of a horizontal or vertical line in the image). Procedure. Each session contained 12 imaging runs, each comprising 8 blocks of stimuli (2 semantic, 2 mixed, 4 scrambled baseline), alternating between conditions (e.g., semantic, baseline, mixed, baseline, semantic, baseline, etc.). Half of the subjects completed 6 runs of the semantic blocking paradigm (semantic blocks and their mixed controls) followed by 6 runs of the phonological blocking paradigm (phonological blocks and their mixed controls); the other half of the subjects performed the phonological paradigm followed by the semantic paradigm.
In each paradigm, pictures within a set were presented an equal number of times. Each set of 6 pictures was repeated 4 consecutive times (cycles) in a different order, forming a block of 24 pictures. Thus, each participant saw 6 pictures in each of 12 semantic/phonological and 12 mixed sets, cycled 4 times The subtraction overlay analysis reveals the number of lesioned voxels in one group that overlap in a location not shared by the other group, across the whole brain. Voxels colored yellow were damaged in 7 of the 7 patients with a large growth effect (100%) and 0 of the 5 patients with a small growth effect (0%); voxels colored orange were damaged in at least 6 of the patients with a large growth effect and in no more than 1 of the patients with a small growth effect. (D) The effect of damage on naming behavior, evaluated at every voxel in which at least 1 patient was represented. To control for type I error (avoiding false positives) across the 62,990 comparisons, while maintaining adequate sensitivity (controlling type II error, or false negatives), we determined the critical threshold via permutation test. Across the brain, we randomly repaired the voxels' associated lesion values and behavioral scores 1,000 times. For each permutation, the maximum statistic observed anywhere in the brain was recorded. The 95th percentile maximum statistic is the threshold at which, when our experimental hypothesis is false, we expect to see even a single more extreme value only 5% of the time. Using this threshold can therefore be said to control the false positive rate at a mapwise corrected ␣ of 0.05 (26) . This procedure naturally accounts for the nonindependence of the 62,990 voxels in this sample (because for example, many voxels clustered together in 1 lesioned region will all have identical values of ''lesioned''). Permutation testing provides the same kind of control as Bonferroni correction (i.e., control of the familywise error rate), while taking the nonindependence of the observations into account. Shown is the only region containing voxels that surpassed this threshold (t Ͼ 5.4): the dorsal region of the LIFG (BA 44).
for a total of 576 trials in each paradigm. In the baseline task, 12 scrambled pictures were presented in each of 48 blocks for a total of 576 trials. Each trial contained a fixation (500 ms), a blank screen (200 ms), stimulus presentation (650 ms), and a blank response period (1,150 ms Table S2 for individuals' ages, months postonset, and aphasia classification. Materials and procedure. The stimuli were identical to those described above for the semantic blocking paradigm (patients did not perform the phonological blocking paradigm). Unlike subjects in the fMRI study, patients completed the task at their own pace, with a 5-s response deadline. We varied the responsestimulus interval within subjects (1 or 5 s). The first complete response before the 5-s deadline was taken as the picture-naming response. The target name, correctly pronounced, was scored as correct. Anything else was scored as an error (see ref. 18 for a complete account of the behavioral methods). The behavioral measure of interest was the growth of interference across naming cycles. For each subject, we calculated the error rate for each picture when in a semantic block and when in a mixed block, by cycle, and then we computed linear contrasts of blocking effect across cycles. For each participant, this process resulted in a linear contrast f value that described the growth of interference over cycles (independent of overall magnitude). Individual behavioral performance was based on 1,150 trials. Lesion analyses. For 6 participants, T1-weighted MRI volumes were collected on a 3-Tesla Siemens scanner. Each volume consisted of 160 contiguous axial slices covering the entire brain (matrix size 192 ϫ 256; 1-mm voxels). For 6 participants who were unable or unwilling to undergo an MRI scan, we obtained computed tomography (CT) data in 16-slice scanners. CT scan volumes consisted of at least 44 contiguous axial slices covering the entire brain (matrix size 512 ϫ 512; 2.5-to 3-mm slice thickness; in 1 case, 32 slices of 9-mm slice thickness and in another case 33 slices of 5-mm slice thickness).
We identified lesion boundaries on a standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template by using MRIcro (30) after reslicing the MNI template to match the angle of acquisition for each participant's scan. We matched each slice of the template to a slice in the participant's scan and manually drew the lesion contour onto the corresponding template on axial slices. With MRI data, this produced a contiguous 3D lesion volume. As CT scans provide fewer slices than the template, we manually interpolated between CT slices to render the lesion on each slice of the template. All lesion reconstructions were performed by the same experimenter; however, for 5 patients, a second experimenter repeated the procedure to allow for a reliability assessment. The degree of reliability (mean percentage volume difference ϭ 23 Ϯ 11; and mean percentage discrepant voxels ϭ 6 Ϯ 5) (discrepant is defined as Ͼ2 voxels from the other manually drawn lesion volume), was comparable to the same measures of interrater reliability reported elsewhere (31) .
Each participant's lesion volume was then resliced at the angle of the MNI template and transferred to a higher-resolution version of the template (1 ϫ 1 ϫ 1 mm; available as ch2.img in MRIcro) using MRIcro's tri-linear interpolation function. This procedure was necessary to use the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) map in MRIcro (aal.img). Using the AAL map, we defined 2 anatomical ROIs: the LIFG (inferior orbitalis, triangularis, and opercularis), and a temporal lobe area (superior and middle temporal gyri; cf. ref. 17) .
Across the 12 patients, the range of overall damage and in each ROI was: overall lesion volume, 41-231 cc; LIFG, 0 -77%; left temporal cortex, 0 -44%. Table S2 includes for each patient overall lesion volume, the proportion of lesion damage in the LIFG, left temporal cortex and their corresponding anatomical subdivisions in MRICRO (LIFG: triangularis, opercularis, and orbitalis; left temporal cortex: superior and middle temporal gyri; based on ref. 32) .
To further assess the specificity of the relation between LIFG damage and interference during word production, we performed 2 whole-brain analyses. First, we compared the distribution of brain lesions in an overlay subtraction analysis, which revealed anatomical lesions unique to the high-growth interference group compared with the low-growth interference group (33, 34) . The advantage of this method is that lesions common to both groups are not revealed, only lesions different between groups are shown. The disadvantage of this analysis is that participants must be divided into dichotomous groups, neglecting the reality that behavior is on a continuum (35) . To address this concern, and more importantly to give a statistical evaluation of the relationship between behavior and brain damage across the whole brain at every voxel (cf. ref. 36 ), we used a nonparametric test, a permutation analysis (12, 26) (see Fig. 2D ).
